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 Course Information Form 
 
This Course Information Form provides the definitive record of the designated course 

General Course Information 

 

Course Title Performing Arts: Creative Practice and Leadership 

Qualification  MA 

FHEQ Level 7 

Intermediate Qualification(s)  

Awarding Institution University of Bedfordshire  

Location of Delivery AB 

Mode(s) of Study and 
Duration  

Full-Time over 1 year 

Part-Time pathway typically over 2 years 

Professional, Statutory or 
Regulatory Body (PSRB) 
accreditation or endorsement 

7 

UCAS Course Code  MACPLABF 

External Benchmarking 

QAA Master's Degree Characteristics Statement (2015) 

QAA Framework for Qualifications in Higher education (2008) 

QAA Subject Benchmark Statement: Dance, Drama and 
Performance (2015 

Entry Month(s) October 

Why study this course 

The MA Performing Arts: Creative Practice and Leadership develops your capacity to create 
and lead projects in the performing arts with a focus on dance or theatre practices. Whether 
your passion is for Shakespeare, hip hop theatre, dance or interdisciplinary performance, this 
course prepares you to develop your practice to engage with the challenges of the 
contemporary performing arts sector. 

• Draws on the expertise of performing arts professionals to support the development 
of your performing arts practice and research skills 

• Fosters performing artists’ skills in leadership, networking, project management and 
collaboration  

• Equips performing artists to be facilitators in a range of contexts 
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• Offers a range of options so that you can focus on developing further skills including 
opportunities to  explore interdisciplinary practices at the boundaries of theatre 
making and choreography  

Educational Aims  

The course aims to enhance your understanding of the exciting and varied approaches to work 
in this key sector of the creative industries, while also equipping you to meet the challenges that 
face emerging leaders in the field of performing arts. You will:  

 Reflect on the implications of current issues in the performing arts  to inform the 
development of your own artistic practice that engages with and reconceptualises 
different traditions in order to create your own innovative approach to creative practice 
and leadership 

 Explore the role of the performing arts in today’s complex societies  

 Develop understanding of a range of contemporary, global, avant-garde and/or 
traditional practices 

 Consider how styles of leadership may foster different working relationships and reflect 
on their wider socio-political significance 

 Work collaboratively in creative contexts  

 Explore ways of communicating about and through performance including the use of 
digital technologies 

Course Structure  

The Units which make up the course (including the Professional Practice Year as applicable) 
are: 

Unit Code Level  Credits Unit Name 
Core or 
option 

PER015-6 7 30 Researching Performance Core 

PER003-6 7 15 Interprofessional Working Project Core 

PER020-6 7 15 Performing Artists and Communities Core 

PER017-6 7 15 Project planning and leadership for performing 
artists  

Core 

PER008-6 7 30 Choreographic Research option# 

PER019-6 7 30 Contemporary Theatre Making option# 

PER006-6 7 15 Performance for Inclusion and Diversity option 

PER007-6 7 15 Somatic Practice option 

PER009-6 7 15 The Dancing Mind: Dance Psychology option 

PER018-6 7 60 Performing Arts Research Project Core 
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# Students should chose one of either Choreographic Research or Contemporary 
Theatre Making as options 

Course-Specific Regulations 

None 

Entry requirements 

Applicants must demonstrate skills, knowledge and understanding in performing arts either 
though an audition/interview or by submitting an e portfolio that includes video examples of solo 
and ensemble  performance and/or leadership  practice and a statement in support of the 
application.  

Additional Course Costs 

For students wishing to lead projects with children or vulnerable adults a charge for a DBS 
check may be made. 

Graduate Impact Statements 

The course has been designed to develop graduates who are able to: 

 Apply knowledge of both past traditions and current practices to develop their artistic 

vision and practice to inform the development and leadership of performing arts projects 

that respond innovatively to specific issues and contexts.   

 Work creatively collaboratively and professionally responding to the demands of different 

performance contexts  

Reflect on their practice to inform critical self- evaluation in order to  promote their artistic 
growth and to apply for opportunities that best suit their skills, expertise and artistic vision 

Course Learning Outcomes 

1. Systematic understanding of performing arts creative and leadership practices 
and the concepts and traditions that inform them. 
2. Critical awareness of current issues in the field of performing arts relevant to 
the student’s emerging practice 
3. Comprehensive understanding of research methods applicable to the 
performing arts that informs the student’s ability to develop their own research 
and to critically evaluate current research methodologies applied to performance 
in professional and/or community contexts 
4. Practical understanding of how to draw upon knowledge of established 
performing arts traditions and working methods in creative practice and 
leadership to inform in depth performance research that results in the creation of 
innovative approaches to performance practice and new methods of promoting 
participation and/or engagement with performance  
5. The ability to analyse, interpret and evaluate performance products and 
processes  
6. Sophisticated understanding of key concepts that underpin questions of artistic 
and cultural significance, value and purpose that enables the student to critically 
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evaluate current performance research, scholarship and creative and leadership 
practices and, if appropriate, propose new and innovative approaches. 
7 Practical understanding of collaborative practices, group dynamics and 
leadership, informed by relevant research and is responsive to different contexts. 
8. Application of knowledge and understanding of safe and ethical working 
practices with regard to a range of performance and research contexts.  
9. Skills in a variety of modes of communication and documentation of both 
practical and discursive outputs and processes suited to professional and 
community contexts.  
10. Critical reflection of creative and leadership practices that informs self-
evaluation and further personal and professional development in the field of 
performing arts 

 

PSRB details 

N/A 

Learning and Teaching  

The course facilitates a learning experience which is meaningful, active, reflective, 
collaborative and creative and which aims to deepen your understanding of the theory / 
practice relationships that underpin the study of performance. While your studies on 
core units are designed to develop your understanding of issues central to the 
performing arts as a sector, you will be encouraged to pursue individual lines of enquiry. 
Your choice of electives will further encourage you to develop your specific area of 
interest within the field while also recognising the importance of interdisciplinary 
approaches and the value of collaboration that brings together people with different 
perspectives and expertise. 

A focus on practice based learning is fundamental to the ethos of the course and the 
synthesis of theory and practice is embedded in all units. Across the course you will 
experience a range of teaching modes. Specific teaching and learning modes employed 
include the following: 

• Lectures 

• Staff and student-led seminars 

• Practical workshops 

• Independent study 

Working with our experienced team of practice based researchers and arts 
professionals you will be encouraged, through a process of dialogic engagement, to 
develop as an agent of innovation in professional and/or community contexts.  

As the course progresses you will be supported to develop your capacity to lead 
performing arts projects and to work collaboratively towards presentations of practice. 
You will be introduced to the use of digital technologies in performance and as a means 
of documentation in preparation for a practice led/based final project which can either 
be presented through practice or as a written thesis. 
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Assessment  

Assessment drives the curriculum, and responds to course aims and learning outcomes by 
creating opportunities for you to demonstrate skills, knowledge and abilities through a diverse 
range of practical, creative and critically informed contexts. 

Assessment of practice mirrors professional working environments and expectations as far as 
possible, and tests skills and abilities as a means of enhancing and preparing you for the 
demands of future employment. This strategy emphasises the course team’s concern with 
student acquisition of professionally equivalent skills and abilities, and it places a premium on 
testing independent critical thinking as a catalyst for developing reflective and articulate artists 
and researchers and independent and confident future leaders. 
Methods of assessment typify expectations of post-graduate study in advanced performance 
and include; public and in-studio performances, presentations, oral examinations, literature 
reviews, essays, and portfolio. This range and diversity of testing offers opportunities for you, 
and for the staff team, to explore your relative strengths and weaknesses, and to respond 
positively to individual challenges through a supportive and personalised learning environment.   

Feedback is an essential part of the learning and assessment process, and key to your 
improvement and development. Feedback will take several formative and summative forms, and 
formative responses to your work will be used to enable you to review and improve in advance 
of summative assessment wherever possible. Feedback methods may include; verbal 
commentary, on-going practical explorations, peer and tutor response to work in progress 
showings, in-tutorial response to emerging written work, and summative feedback on final 
projects and submissions 

Your ability to carry out independent research is underpinned and developed throughout the 
assessment tasks of the core and elective units on the course, but culminates in the design and 
delivery of your independent Performing Arts Research Project.  This provides you with the 
opportunity to utilise your skills, knowledge and abilities as an artist-researcher to manage a 
large-scale project.   
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Assessment Map 

Unit Code  Weeks 

 C/O 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16/1 17/2 18/3 19/4 20/5 21/6 2/72 23/8 24/9 25//10 26/11 27/12 28/13 29/14 30/15 

PER020-6 
Performing Artists 

and  Communities 
 

C    I WR!       PR-
Oral 

                

PER017-6 
Project Planning and 
Leadership for 
Performing Artists 

 

C                          PR-
Oral 

  

PER 015-6 
Researching 
Performance   

 

C                     CW 
LR 
 

      WR 
OT 

PER003-6 
Interprofess-ional 
Working Project 

C PR-
OT 

                           

PER006-6 
Performance for Inc. & 
Diversity 

O                           CW-
Port 

 

PER008-6 
Choreographic 
Research 

O       PR 
Viva 

     PR-
Perf 

               

PER019-6 
Contemporary 
Theatre Making 

 

O           PR-
Perf 

 CW 
WR 

               

PER009-6 
The Dancing Mind 

O          CW- 
Ess 

  PR-
Oral 

               

PER007-6 
Somatic Practice 

 

O                           PR 
Project 

 

PER018-6 
Performing Arts 
Research 

Project*Sem3 
 

C                             
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Developing your employability  

The course foregrounds your development as a professionally equipped and skilled arts practitioner and researcher, who is realistically able to 
pursue a range of career options in performance, and in wider creative and cultural industries. Additionally, it focuses on developing your 
creative, reflective, enterprising and independent management skills as an underpinning for future self-sufficiency and career longevity.  
 
In recent years significant research has been conducted into issues concerning graduate employment in performing arts and the creative arts 
industries including Arts Council England (2015) Equality, Diversity and the Creative Case: A Data Report, 2012-2015. You will make use of such 
publications in the course as a key resource in gaining currency and knowledge of the professional field. 
 
 
Throughout the course you will develop the capacity to flourish in a project orientated sector developing work that responds to current concerns in 
the field and the skills to bid for opportunities and to promote your artistic practice through established and emerging networks. In particular the 
unit project planning and leadership will enable you to develop and test your ideas for real projects that you will be encouraged to develop further 
at the culmination of your studies. 
 
The course is staffed by academics whose career profiles include Internationally significant roles as practice-led researchers, dance and theatre 
practitioners and educators. Visiting professionals contribute their insights into current issues that shape opportunities in the field The work of the 
staff team therefore extends into a range of elite, vocational and recreational settings.  This builds and extends your knowledge and access to 
professional contacts and is an important resource in developing professional profile. In addition trips and group tutorials will further encourage 
you to develop the capacity to promote your work appropriately to identified to targets. 
 
The course has a professional focus and you will be expected to demonstrate equivalent and relevant professional skills and attitudes throughout. 
You will utilise these skills to enable you to design and manage academic and creative projects, and be responsible for critical assessment of the 
outcomes against intended goals. These learning opportunities reflect professional working contexts and expectations, and demand ambitious 
and sustained scrutiny on your part as preparation for future roles in creative project development, leadership and delivery. 
 
Career management information is offered to you as part of the course though an introduction to the University’s Career’s and Employability 
service and you will be made aware of the support services they can offer. These include; one-to-one careers advisory sessions, on-line tools to 
develop your career management skills, assistance with constructing and editing CVs, interview techniques, opportunities for volunteering and 
work placements, and job searches. 
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After Graduation  

You will be equipped to develop and promote projects and to apply for opportunities in the performing arts suited to your particular 
skills and abilities. Depending upon your choice of electives these may include: 

 Performer: independent/freelance performer  

 Interdisciplinary Performance Practitioner: collaborative and interdisciplinary performance work, self-generated performance-
based practice 

 Choreographer: independent dance  maker/artist, choreographer to specific brief and/or group/project, collaborative artist in 
interdisciplinary projects 

 Director/Theatre maker: independent theatre director and theatre maker 

 Educator: lecturer/teacher/leader in a range of formal HE, FE and schools context, in addition to freelance work in wider 
community and professional environments  

 Independent Portfolio Worker in the Creative Industries: consultant and researcher 

Previous graduates from the University of Bedfordshire courses currently work as directors of their own companies, entertainers, 
workshop leaders and lecturers  

Additional Information 

 

Student Support during the course 

You will be allocated a personal tutor (PAT) who will meet with you to discuss your progress and advise you on other support you may need. 

Your PAT will monitor your progress and offer support with any personal and professional problems you may experience throughout your studies. 
He/She may also direct you to other services available through the Student Information Desk (SiD). 

In addition, all tutors have office hours for two hours per week. Students are invited to sign up for tutorials with tutors during these times.  This 
may be to discuss a particular piece of work or other academic issues that you need further advice on. 

For many units you will be working towards a creative output, for which supervision, guidance and support in the making process will be provided 
by the unit tutor(s) both in and outside class time.  For other units you will also have allocated tutorials for written work, to provide additional 
guidance.  You may also be directed to additional university services to support your academic development. 
In the final your part of your studies you will be allocated a supervisor for your dissertation/project who will work alongside your projects to provide 
targeted support for you and your projects. 
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Course Equality Impact Assessment 

Question Y/N Anticipatory adjustments/actions 

The promotion of the course is open and 
inclusive in terms of language, images and 
location? 

Y  

Are there any aspects of the curriculum that 
might present difficulties for disabled students?  
For example, skills and practical tests, use of 
equipment, use of e-learning, placements, field 
trips etc.   

Y 

We will advise students on a case by case 
basis to consider the ways they will manage 
the physical demands of this course so that 
they will be able to complete their studies. 

 

Are there any elements of the content of the 
course that might have an adverse impact on any 
of the other groups with protected 
characteristics1?   

N  

If the admission process involves interviews, 
performances or portfolios indicate how you 
demonstrate fairness and avoid practices that 
could lead to unlawful discrimination? 

Y 

The audition and interview process aims to 
establish how each individual’s skills and 
aptitude can be developed through this 
course. 

We will advise students on a case by case 
basis to consider the ways they will manage 
the physical demands of this course so that 
they will be able to complete their studies. 

Confirm that you have considered that the course 
learning outcomes and Graduate Impact 
Statements are framed in a non-discriminatory 
way. 

Y  

Confirm that the course handbook makes 
appropriate reference to the support of disabled 

Y  

                                                 
1 Age, Gender reassignment, Marriage and civil partnership, Pregnancy and maternity, Race, Religion and belief, Sex, Sexual orientation 
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students. 

 

 

 

 

 

Administrative Information – Faculty completion 

Faculty Creative Arts, Technologies and Science 

Portfolio Media and Performance  (Post-graduate) 

Department/School Media and Performance 

Course Coordinator Dr. Jane Carr 

Trimester pattern of operation Oct (Trimester 1), Feb (Trimester 2), June (Trimester 3) 

PSRB renewal date (where 
recognised) 

 

Version number O1/2017 

Approved by (c.f. Quality 
Handbook ch.2) 

FTQSC 

Date of approval (dd/mm/yyyy) 1/2/2017 

Implementation start-date of this 
version (plus any identified end-
date) 

2017 

Study model type (e.g. study 
centre) 
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Form completed by:  
 
Name: …Jane Carr Date: 10.01.2017 
 
Authorisation on behalf of the Faculty Teaching Quality and Standards Committee (FTQSC) 
 
 
Chair: ……………………………………………………  Date: ……………………… 
 

 
 
 

Administrative Information – Academic Registry completion 

Route code (post approval)  

JACS / HECoS code (KIS)  

SLC code (post approval)  

Qualification aim (based on HESA 
coding framework) 

 

 
  

Course Updates 

Date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) 

Nature of Update FTQSC Minute Ref: 

01.02.2017 semesterised delivery    
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Annexes to the Course Information Form 
 
These annexes will be used as part of the approval and review process and peer academics are the target audience. 
 
General course information 
 

Course Title Performing Arts: Creative Practice and Leadership  

Qualification MA  

Route Code (SITS) MACPLABF 

Faculty Creative Arts, Technologies and Science 

Department/School/Division Media Arts and Performance  

Version Number 1/2017 

 
 
 

Annex A: Course mapping of unit learning outcomes to course learning outcomes 
 

Unit code PER015-6 PER003-6 PER020-6 PER017-6 PER008-6 PER019-6 PER006-6 

 
PER007-6  PER009-6 PER018-6 

Level 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Credits 30 15 15 15 30 30 15 15 15 60 

Core or option Core Core Core Core option option option option option Core 

Course Insert LO1 and/or LO2 for each unit into cell corresponding to the course learning outcome 
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Learning 
Outcome 
(number) 

1 LO1  LO1  LO2 L01 LO1 LO1  LO1 

2  
 

 LO1 
LO2 

LO1 LO2 L01 
L02 

  LO2 LO1 

3 L01 
L02 

   LO 1 
LO2 

L01   LO1 LO2 

4  
 

 LO1 
LO2 

 LO1 L02    LO1 
LO2 

5  
 

L01   LO1   LO2   LO1 

6  
 

 LO2       LO1 

7  
 

LO1 
LO2 

 L02    LO2   

8 LO2 
 

   LO1 L01 LO1 
LO2 

   

9  
 

LO2  LO1 LO2  L02   LO2 LO1 

10  
 

  LO2 LO2  LO2    
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Annex B: Named exit or target intermediate qualifications  
 
This annex should be used when Schools wish to offer intermediate qualifications which sit 
under the main course qualification as named exit or target awards, rather than unnamed 
exit/default awards. 
 
 
Section 1: General course information 
 

Intermediate  
Qualification(s) and titles 

Specify the intermediate qualifications which are named exit or 
target qualifications (award types) AND what the qualification titles 
will be, as stated in the course information section of the 
associated CIF 

It is not necessary for the intermediate qualifications to have the 
same titles as the overall award, but the title must reflect the units 
taken to achieve it. 

Mode(s) of Study and 
Duration 

Indicate whether each intermediate qualification will be offered full 
time, part time or both, and the standard amount of time a student 
will take to complete each target qualification.  

Type of Intermediate 
Qualification(s) 

State whether the intermediate qualifications are named exit 
and/or target awards. 

 
Students register for target awards at the commencement of their 
study. Named exit awards provide an opportunity to gain a named 
qualification when a student fails to complete the main qualification 
for which they were registered or because they do not achieve the 
requirements of their original main qualification. 

Route Code(s) (SITS) of 
Intermediate 
Qualification(s) 

 

 
Section 2: Qualification unit diet 
 
One table to be used for each intermediate qualification 
 

 
Confirmation of unit diet for:  
 

Insert intermediate qualification and title 

The units to achieve the credits required may be taken from any on the overall diet for 
the main course qualification 

 

A combination of units from a restricted list must be taken to achieve the credits 
required (specify the list below) 

 

A specific set of units must be taken to achieve the credits required (specify units 
below) 

 

 

List of units (if applicable):- 
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Section 3: Course structure and learning outcomes 
 
One table to be used for each intermediate qualification 
 

 
Intermediate qualification and title 
 

 

 
The Units which make up this course are: 

Contributing towards the learning outcomes  
Insert LO1 and/or LO2 for each unit into cell 

corresponding to the course learning outcome 

Unit Code Level  Credits Unit Name Core 
or 
option 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Annex C: Course mapping to FHEQ level descriptor, subject benchmark(s) and professional body or 
other external reference points 
 
One set of mapping tables to be produced for the course and each named intermediate qualification 
 

Course (or intermediate) qualification and title  

 

MA Performing Arts Creative Practice and Leadership 

 

FHEQ Descriptor for a higher 
education qualification  

FHEQ Descriptor for a higher education 
qualification at level 7: 
Master's degree 

Course Learning Outcome(s) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
Students have demonstrated  

a systematic understanding of knowledge, and a critical awareness of current 
problems and/or new insights, much of which is at, or informed by, the forefront of 

their academic discipline, field of study or area of professional practice 

x x         

a comprehensive understanding of techniques applicable to their own research or 
advanced scholarship 

  x        

originality in the application of knowledge, together with a practical understanding of 
how established techniques of research and enquiry are used to create and interpret 
knowledge in the discipline 

 

   x       

conceptual understanding that enables the student: 
 to evaluate critically current research and advanced scholarship in the discipline  
 to evaluate methodologies and develop critiques of them and, where appropriate, to 
propose new hypotheses. 

 

  x  x      

Typically, holders of the qualification will be able to: 
 deal with complex issues both systematically and creatively, make  sound 

judgements in the absence of complete data, and communicate their conclusions 
clearly to specialist and non-specialist audiences 

 x       x  

demonstrate self-direction and originality in tackling and solving problems, and act 
autonomously in planning and implementing tasks at a professional or equivalent 

level 

       x   

continue to advance their knowledge and understanding, and to develop new skills to      x  x  x 
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a high level. 
 

And holders will have: 
 the qualities and transferable skills necessary for employment requiring: 
the exercise of initiative and personal responsibility 
decision-making in complex and unpredictable situations 
the independent learning ability required for continuing professional development. 

 

      x   x 

          

 

Subject Benchmark Statement(s) 
Dance, Drama and Performance 2015 
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/en/Publications/Documents/SBS-
Dance-Drama-Performance-15.pdf 
 

Evidence and/or Course Learning 
Outcome(s) 

How the course takes account of relevant 
subject benchmark statements 

Subject knowledge, understanding and abilities  

creative and intelligent engagement with forms, practices, techniques, traditions, 
histories and applications of performance 

PER015-6 Researching  Performance 

creative and intelligent engagement with the key components of performance and 
the processes by which it is created, realised, managed, distributed and documented 

PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 
PER017-6: Project planning and leadership for 

performing artists 
intelligent engagement with critical and theoretical perspectives appropriate to the 

study of performance 
PER015-6: Researching Performance 

intelligent engagement with key practitioners and practices and/or theorists and their cultural and/or 
historical contexts 

PER015-6: Researching Performance 

creative and intelligent engagement with the role and function of performance in social, educational, 
community and other participatory settings 

PER020-6: Performing Artists and Communities 

intelligent understanding of the interplay between critical and creative modes of enquiry within the 
field of study 

PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 
PER006-6 : Performance for Inclusion and Diversity 

intelligent understanding of how to read and interpret texts, media, dance notations and/or scores to 
create performance 

PER015-6: Researching  Performance 

creative and intelligent understanding of group and collective processes PER003-6: Interprofessional Working Project  
creative and intelligent understanding of key components of performance within the disciplines such 
as the role and function of ideational sources, performers, body, space, sound, text, movement and 

environment 

PER015-6: Researching  Performance 
PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 

 

creative and intelligent understanding of appropriate interdisciplinary elements of dance, drama and 
performance and how to apply knowledge, practices, concepts and skills from other disciplines 

PER003-6 Interprofessional Working Project 
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intelligent understanding of the responsibilities of performance practitioners to facilitate safe, 
environmentally sensitive, sustainable and ethical working practices. 

PER017-6: Project planning and leadership for 
performing artists 
PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 
PER006-6: Performance for Inclusion and Diversity 

Subject-specific skills  

engage creatively and critically with the skills and processes of performance and production, and 
have an ability to select, refine and present these in performance 

PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 
 

engage creatively and critically with the possibilities for performance implied by a text, dance notation 
or score and, as appropriate, to realise these sources sensitively through design and performance 

PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 
 

engage creatively and critically with the creation and/or production of performance through a 
developed and sensitive understanding of appropriate performance vocabularies, techniques, crafts, 

structures and working methods 

PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 
 

engage creatively and critically in appropriate independent research, whether investigating past or 
present performances or as part of the process of creating new performance 

PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 

identify and interpret critically the cultural frameworks that surround performance events and on 
which these events impinge. 

PER015-6:: Researching  Performance 
PER020-6: Performing Artists and Communities 
PER017-6: Project planning and leadership for 
performing artists 
 

Generic and graduate skills  

have critical and analytical skills in developing ideas and constructing arguments and the capacity to 
evaluate and present them in a range of ways 

PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 
 

have a developed capacity to analyse and critically examine and evaluate forms of discourse and 
their effects on representation in the arts, media and public life 

PER015-6:  Researching Performance 
PER020-6:  Performing Artists and Communities 
 

be able to work creatively and imaginatively in a group and have the developed creative skills 
needed for the realisation of practice-based work 

PER003-6: Interprofessional Working Project 
PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 
 

be able to manage personal workloads efficiently and effectively, meet deadlines, and negotiate and 
pursue goals with others 

PER018-6 Performing Arts Research Project 

have developed the ability to constructively and effectively manage creative, personal and 
interpersonal issues 

PER003-6: Interprofessional Working Project 
PER 008-6: Choreographic Research 
PER019-6: Contemporary Theatre Making 
 

have acquired information retrieval skills needed to gather, sift, synthesise and organise material 
independently and to critically evaluate its significance 

PER015-6: Researching  Performance 
PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 
PER009-6 The Dancing Mind: Dance Psychology 
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have acquired and developed appropriate information technology skills, and have developed 
considerable awareness of their application and potential within the field of study. 

PER003-6: Interprofessional Working Project 
PER018-6: Performing Arts Research Project 

 
The format of the following mapping tables may be adjusted. 
 

 

Qualification Characteristic 

 

QAA Master’s Degree Characteristics Statement , 2015  

http://www.qaa.ac.uk/publications/information-
and-
guidance/publication?PubID=2977#.VrxbyE9K38I 

Evidence 

How the course takes account of relevant 
qualification characteristics documents 

 

All master's degree graduates   

have in-depth and advanced knowledge and understanding of their subject and/or profession, 
informed by current practice, scholarship and research.  

CIF Section 3: Sustainability 
Researching Performance/Performing Artists and 
Communities 

a critical awareness of current issues and developments in the subject and/or profession;  
Content of Performing Artists and Communities 

critical skills; knowledge of professional responsibility, integrity and ethics;  
Content of  
Researching Performance 
Performing Arts Research Project/Dissertation 

and the ability to reflect on their own progress as a learner 

 

CIF Section 3: Teaching, Learning and 
Assessment  
Performing Arts Research Project 

Specialised or advanced study master's degrees 
 

usually aim to prepare students for the next stage in their careers, whether that is further 
academic or professional study, or entering or progressing within employment of different 
kinds. 

CIF Section 2 : Developing Your Employability 

They are usually predominantly composed of structured learning opportunities (are 'taught'). 
Frequently, at least a third of the programme is devoted to a research project, leading to a 
dissertation or the production of other output such as an artefact, performance or musical 
composition  
 

CIF Section 1 : Course Structure 

They include research methods training, which may be provided in a range of different ways 
(for example, through content modules).  
 

New: Researching Performance 

Related awards, such as postgraduate certificate and postgraduate diploma, will often be Opportunities for exit with postgraduate certificate 
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offered as stages in the progression to a specialised/advanced study master's degree to 
facilitate continuing professional development at different stages of a professional career.  
 

or diploma. 

 
 

Professional body or other external 
reference points        

N/A 
(insert title and year) 

Evidence 

How the course takes account of Professional 
body or other external reference points        

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 
 


